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1. Formulation of the Scientific Problem 

 
Throughout its history, mainly due to its geographical position, its geopolitical importance and 
political dilemmas, Hungary has been part of Europe's major wars. The territory of the state has 
become a theater of war on several occasions, while Hungarian soldiers have been playing their 
part in battles outside the country's borders for over a thousand years. As a result of the latter, 
since the major inherent factor of wars is death, tens of thousands of soldiers lost their lives in 
Hungary and also tens of thousands of Hungarian soldiers died abroad. 
 
During the battles there was not often time or chance to place the fallen soldiers in graves in 
accordance with  the  rules  of  piety.  Soldiers  often  took care  about  burials  on the  scene of  the  
death  of  comrades,  often  far  away  from  settlements.  Many  of  those  who  knew  the  exact  
locations of  war graves themselves did  not return home, thus many heroes’ graves sank in the 
tomb  of  oblivion.  Consequently  nowadays,  in  case  of  constructions,  agricultural  and  other  
ground works human remains of unknown soldiers come onto surface. In such cases, the main 
problem is if the neccessary steps to contribute to the identification and the determintion of the 
cause  of  death  of  unearthed  soldiers  are  left  behind.  On  many  occasions,  upon  war  graves  
exploration orgnizations which could provide the necessary expertise are omitted. If the finder 
of human remains reports the finding of a war grave even official persons from the crime scene, 
involuntarily, but can cause harm if they are not familiar with the necessary procedures. In this 
way, the traits can be eliminated, paying solemn tribute is no longer possible. 
 
The  improper  exhumation  and  opening  of  identified  heroic  tomb are  also  problematic  issues.  
These cases usually occur upon organizing of cemeteries or replacing people in heroic graves. 
In most cases, the customer of the exhumation – which is usually a government – assigns the 
local funeral service with the implementation procedure. The colleagues of the assigned grave 
digger company carry out  the task by picking up the bones without any documentation and re-
bury them in a designated place. Thus, a number of important data can be lost. 
 
Similarly to other countries the collection of military relics, i.e. : Military collections have also 
become increasingly popular. In order to obtain the "precious treasures”  passionate collectors 
do not only visit traders but also look forthe battlefields where they rob the traces of  our past 
by  using  metal  detectors.  It  is  also  possible  that  "Military  treasure  hunters"  are  not  deterred  
even from robbing graves. With their activities against piety they cause irretriable damages. All 
of these are carried out in contravention of the law, as for example the use of metal detectors 
has been subject to authorization since 2015. 
 
In  each  case,  a  common problem that  occurs  is  the  improper  exploration  of  war  graves  done  
without  any  scientific  methods,  which  can  cause  the  elimination  of  important  data.  The  
problem mainly derives due to the fact that in our country graves created after the year1711 of 
archaeological excavation have not yet been regulated by law. Archaeological institutions are 
therefore no longer propagated out of their jurisdiction, while other organizations do not have 
the  required  professional  exploration,  research  and  implementation  of  such  cases.  For  this  
reason  –with  the  absence  of  scientific  research  methods  to  be  implemented  prescriptive  
legislation - the graves in Hungary after 1711 can be considered a sort of "no man's land". 
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2. Hypotheses 

 
I.  The systematic research and professional exploration of war graves allow the recording of 

significant  informationand  the  identification  of  nationality  of  the  person  buried  -  and  in  
favorable  cases  -   its  personal  identification.  Thus,  awar  grave  isa  war  archaeological  

resource group of military history. 
 
II.  The joint  use of  several  disciplines  at  the research and excavation of  war  graves ensures  
most the effective methods of work. 
 
III.  Foreign  organizations  already  employsuch  scientific  methods,  which  usually  lead  to  
success upon excavating war graves. 
 
IV. In recent years,throghout domestic war graves excavations it has been proven that the best 

results  can  be  ensured  when  researchers  apply  methods  that  have  already  been  proved  to  be  
successful  ininternational  practice  methodologies  according  to  Hungarian  circusmtances. 
Consequently,  foreign  methods  can  be  transplanted,  further  developed  and  supplemented  in  
accordance  with  domestic  conditions,  and  thus,theHungarian  war  grave  researcher  

procedure can be created. 
 

 

3.Objectives of the Research 

 
1. Processing of domestic and foreign scientific works on war grave research have yet to come 
so far. Therefore, my dissertation is a compilation of the goal, where I introduce and evaluate 
the biography of  the literature of the analyzed topic. Based on domestic and foreign literature, I 
present examples regarding modern war grave research. By researching the literature review of 
war grave research I will gather and evaluate the effectively used methods. 
 
2.)  By  using  historical  examples  I  introduce  the  Hungarian  practice  of  institutionalized  piety  
and loss  recordduring the period between 1848 and 1945.I  describe and evaluate  the relevant  
archival  materials.By  using  historical  examples  I  introduce  how  the  system  works.I  describe  
and evaluate the methods currently applied in our country’s war grave research. 
 
3. Pursuant to the understanding of the structure and operation of the Hungarian organizations 
dealing with foreign war grave research I am proposing to set up and to complement a national 
working group. 
 
4.  Considering  the   gained  data  during  the  processing  of  archival  data  and  bibliographic  
materialsby  summarizing  my  experience  throughout  war  grave  excavations,  I  compose  the  
relevant and exemplar methods and procedures. 
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4.Research Methods 

 
Prior  to  writing  the  dissertation  lengthy  data  collection  and  organization  took  place.  
Throughout researching sources on the subject, I firstly analyzed and evaluated relevant works 
in Hungarian language. Subsequently,I collected translated and analyzed primarily the English-
language literature related to the topic. In addition – wih the help of translators – I elaborated 
German, French, Polish and Russian works as well. 
 
After becoming familiar with the literature, questions were raised in me, which I sent to foreign 
organisations dealing with war grave research in a questionnaire form. Many of the institutions 
responded. I also elaborated thereceived responses and materials, and I used these upon writing 
the dissertation. 
 
Between  2008  and  2012,   as  an  employee  of  the  Ministry  of  Defense  (MoD)   War  Graves  
Maintenace  Organization  I  was  professionally  obsessed  with  coordinating  the  excavation  of  
war  graves.  As  a  researcher  and  specific  expert  of  the   organization  I  took  part  in  field  
researches,  explorations  of  war  graves,  exhumations  of  mass  graves,  anthropological  and  
museological studies on a number of occasions. During these occasions I made observations I 
recorded  and  analyzed  data.  The  data  recording  was  carried  out  based  on  a  personally  
developed  method,  by  using  technical  accessories.  In  some  cases  these  procedures  led  to  
personal identification works. Within the course of my professional work, the experiences that I 
have collected on site was intended to be more thoroughly described in the dissertation. 
Between  2008  and  2010,  I  had  the  opportunity  to  join  the  on  site  research  activities  of  the  
Military  History  Institute  and  Museum  (HM  HIM)  Military  Archeology,  Military  Battlefield   
Research  and  Preservation  Department.During  the  researches  I  could  get  a  closer  look  at  
archeological military methods in practice. 
 
As a research associate of the HM HIM I had the opprotunity opportunity to convene an expert 
working  group.  I  could  consult  with  the  greatest  Hungarian  militaryhistorians  and   military,  
weapon, uniform, and ammunition experts’ views about my questions. 
 
In order to get a deeper understanding of the procedures closely related to my topic of forensic 
anthropology, beyond elaborating Hungarian-language works, I also analyzed foreign literature. 
Several  times  throughout  my  work  I  had  the  opportunity  to  work  and  to  consult  with  
acknowledged  experts  from  Hungarian  anthropology  including  the  director  of  Forensic  and  
Research Institute as well as the antropologists of the Hungarian Natural History Museum, the 
Otto Herman Museum and the Eötvös Lóránt University (ELTE). 
 
In order to improve my anthropological knowledgein the course of a semester I expanded my 
knowledge of human biology throughout seminars for the identification and testing of human 
bones. I took a succesful exam of the course unit. 
 
Since 2012 as an associate of the National Memorial and Piety Committee, and from 2013, of 
the National Heritage Institute I had the opportunity on several occasions to have consultations 
with the most  exceptional  experts  and funeral  professionals.  In a joint  study we were dealing 
with the issue of military funeral with a doctor-psychologist expert. 
 
The  post  2012  grave  research  operation-related  data  about  the  Ministry  of  Defense  was  
collected through making interview.  
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Before writing the dissertation on, partial war grave-related results were published in scientific 
journals and publications. The results are an important part of my dissertation. 
 

 

5. Expected Scientific Results 

 

Through  the  elaboration  of  literature  materials  and  other  documents  I  am  summarizing  the  
experience  of  war-grave  research  in  domestic  and  international  aspects.  Along  with  the  
knowledge  gained  through  personal  experience  with  my  collection  of  material,I  am  
formulating a practival version of the organization of domestic war grave research, and I am 
proposing  procedures  and  protocols  to  be  followed  in  the  conduct  of  research.  Overall,  I  
considerthe  composing  the  criterias  of  national  war  grave  research  as  the  primary  expected  
scientificoutcome of my research work. 
 

 

6. The Brief Description of the Investigation Carried out by Chapter to Chapter 

 

The performed studies were described in the 2-5. chapters of the dissertation.  
 
In Chapter 2  - for the first time in our country and the most comprehensive way possible in an 
international  aspect  –  I  attempted  to  complete  and  introduce  war  grave  research-related  
publications with the latest foreign and Hungarian works. On the basis of the description it has 
become  ascertainable  that  the  field  has  a  signficant  biography  .  This  proves  that  war  grave  
research is an independent field of research, which has specific methods. Due to the systematic 
research and professional exploration of war graves on several occasions – among many others 
in a military history aspect- The systematic research and professional exploration of war graves 
allow the recording of significant information and the identification of nationality of the person 
buried  -  and  in  favorable  cases  -   its  personal  identification.  Thus,  war  gravesare  a  war  
archaeological resource group of military history. Based on the literature I defined the concept 
and goals of war grave research end of this chapter,  and I also placed it  within the system of 
sciences. 
 
In Chapter 3, I presented the succesful methods through war grave research based on scientific 
disciplines.  Since  war  graves  have  been  created  as  a  result  of  military  activity  and  because  
human  remains  can  be  found  there,  therefore  among  professional  discipline  branches  I  find   
branches  dealing  with  human war  activities  in  the  past,  cultural  artifacts,  the  exploration  and  
inquiry of excavation of human remains, such as military science, history, archeology, forensic 
sciences and considering the application of biology to be essential during war graves research. 
The knowledge introduced in  this  chapter  clearly  supports  the  statement  that  upon war  grave  
explorations  and  excavations  the  joint  use  of  several  disciplines  ensures  the  most  effective  
work. 

 
In Chapter  4,  I  presented war  graves  research foreign organizations  along with  the  methods  
they use.  Upon studying the literature and methods of the topic I  came to the conclusion that 
there are many worldwide organizations operate in most countries that make research on graves 
of fallen soldiers and civilian victims and these are applying, already elaborated and successful 
scientific methods. 
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Chapter  5  discusses  the  state  of  the  domestic  war  grave  research.  Here,  I  described  the  
conditions in the domestic cultivation of war grave research, because all the latter might have 
an  impact  on  the  development  of  national  guidelines.  I  presented  the  historical  background  
accordingly:  the  history  of  institutionalized  Hungarian  military  tribute  piety  and  loss  record.  
Then, I presented the current situation of war grave research, the legal background and relevant 
organizations,  religious,  ethical,  piety  aspects,  which  would  be  important  to  consider.  
Thereafter,  based  on  my exeperience  I  presented  and  evaluated  researches  carried  out  by  the  
Hungarian  war  grave-relatedresearches  organization  through  scientificl  articles  and  an  
interview.I  presented  war  grave  –related  works  and  activities  performed  by  further  state  and  
non-governmental  organizations,private  research  organizations  and  NGOs.  Based  on  all  the  
these  it  has  become   ascertainable  that  the  best  tresult  could  be  ensured  if  researchers  have  
appliedinternational  practice  methods that  have already proved to be successful   according to  
Hungarian  circumstances.  Consequently,  Hungarian  war  grave  procedures  can  be  created  on  
the basis of foreign methodologies. 
 
 

7.Summarized  Conclusions 

 
In  my  dissertation  I  introduced  the  application  of  proper  available  scientific  methods  and  
procedures  toexcavate  war  graves  by  which  the  researcher  can  get  several  new  information  
regarding  the  war  grave  and  the  passed  person  inside.  In  order  to  prove  this  I  presented  the  
relevant  Hungarian  and  foreign  literature.  Throughout  the   understanding  of  the  scientific  
literature  it  became  clear  that  war  grave  research   is  a   part  of  the  military  history  of  war  
archeology and war graves are considered to be a specific source group of military archeology. 
It  also  became clear  that  though war  grave  research  can  be  scientifically  classified  under  the  
science of military history, but the most effective work can be achieved by the joint application 
of  methods  of  several  disciplines,  such  as  involving  forensic  sciences  or  anthropology.  
Following the relevant scientific literature review and the reply to a questionnaire poll  it  also 
turned out that war grave research organization exists  in many countries, of which colleagues  
do the research with these scientific methods in an organized way. During my field researches, 
surveys,  further  investigations  and  observations  it  has  been  proven  that  the  methods  and  
procedures used by foreign institutes can be adapted in accordance with domestic conditions. 
 
 

8. Recommendations 

 
As  a  result  of  the  elaboration  of  the  dissertation  I  made  the  following  suggestions,  
recommendations: 
 
Proposal to set up research groups 

Since ware grave research is a multidisciplinary scientific trend, thus so as to coordinate it the 
most  effectively,  thecoordinated  work  of  several  disciplines  expert  is  required  ,  i.e.   work  
performed  by  an  expert  research  team.  Within  the  dissertation  I  express  the  ideas  �  �with  
regard to academic qualifications— to the compilation of the research team, in which I outlined 
two organizational models. Furthermore, I listed the material conditions necessary for research 
work. 
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Proposal for a procedure to be followed during the war grave research 

 

The theoretical knowledge presented in the dissertation is a result of the practical  testings of  
war grave research and methods,  furthermore, based on other experiences gathered through the 
research work I composed the optimal methodology by using two different procedures. 
 
Recommendation to amend legislation 
 
The  solution  of  scientific  problem  would  be  greatly  assisted  by   legislation,  which  would  
specify  that  the  research,  and exploration of   war  graves  can only  be  performed by scientific  
methods. I made an  exact proposal on this in the dissertation. 
 
In addition to the above,  I made the following further  proposals in the thesis: 
♣ establishing information network 
♣ new software development and application of 
museum presentation  
♣ a museum introduction of war grave artefacts 
 

 

9. New Scientific Results 

 
1.  By  reviewing  domestic  and  international  scientific  literature,  I  explored,  collected,  
systematized and evaluated the scientific that allow a more efficient and effective work during 
domestic war grave research, and from these I have drawn conclusions regarding the objectives 
and methodology of the definition of war grave research. 

 

 
I  evaluated  the  structure  of  organizations  dealing  with  domestic  and  international  war  grave  
research, which I compared to my own experiences acquired during war grave research and on 
this  basis  I  proposed  to  the  more  practical  and  effective  organization  of  the  Hungarian  war  
grave  research  working  group  that  is  able  to  do   a  comprehensive  and  professional   work  in  
accordance with international standards. 
 

 

Upon reviewing the practice and experience of domestic war grave excavations, I proved that 
the  effectiveness  of  the  procedures  used  can  be  greatly  increased  by  inserting  other  test  
methods of other disciplines. On this basis, I proposed working methods  and procedures that 
ensure a comprehensive approach. 
 
 

10.The Utilitization of  the Results of Research and Recommendations 

 
The  scientific  results  composed  in  the  dissertation  research  can  be  useful  as  educational  
material  for  scientific  participants,  or  in  some  way  these  can  be  related  to  the  researchers  
involved. Their work can be facilitated by the literature review; the definition of basic concepts 
and  objectives;  the  introduction  of  procedures  done  by  foreign  organizations  on  war  grave  
research;  the  summary  of   relevant  historical,  legal,  ethical  and  religious  background;  
furthermore,  taking a closer look at my suggestions. With these in mind, I hope that the official 
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Hungarian organization dealing with war grave research can benefit from my research results, 
since  they  are  primarily  meant  to  support  the  work  of  this  organization.  International  
Publications of the results might also help the work of foreign experts. 

 

More  details  about  people  rest  in  war  graves,  soldiers  died  in  battles,  circumstances  of  death  
may be learnt with the above-described methods and suggested procedures. In addition to the 
use  of  appropriate  methods,  war  graves  can  also  function  as  military-war  archaeological  
resources,  which  can  help  the  reconstruction  of  the  events  in  military  history.  In  addition,  
trends  in  other  disciplines  -  such  as  forensic  anthropology-  can  be  also  developed,  such  as  
creating a DNA database based on the bones of war heroes. Along with the application of new 
research  findings  the  area  of  heritage  protection  would  be  also  enriched.  Since  with  the  
archeological  excavation  of  military  artefactsand  museological  studies,  these  would  be  
scientifically documented for future generations as valuable cultural heritage preservation and 
presentation. 
Since  military  archaeological  finds  would  be  given  to  future  generations  to  conservation  and 
these  might  be  also  scientifically  presented  as  avaluable  cultural  heritage  preservation  
throughby an archaeological excavation nature and museological studies. 
 
Application  of  the  above  also  supports  the  national  memory  policy,  since  more  effective  
researches  can  lead  to  more  identification  purposes.  Through  dignified  reburials  and  solemn  
commemorations  organized  by  the  Ministry  of  Defense  would  create  more  opportunities  to  
strengthen both Hungarian military hero cult, and national identity. 
 
In  addition,  new  findings  could  be  important  both  from  the  aspect  of  the  religions  and  the  
dignity of human body. With the application of the proper excavation  several information can 
be defined, such as whether a soldier rests in the grave, even the ones that served in any armed 
forces when they died. The deceased will be given a dignified reburial, regardless of which side 
he  was  fighting  for,  deserves  piety  and  religious  farewell.  Through  the  identifications  of  
individuals -even  in a centuries of perspective- the names of fallen soldiers can be returned -, 
in a fortunate case his family can get back a relative or might be informed about the story of his 
death. 
 
In  the  mirror  of  these,  on  the  one  hand,  I  believe  that  a  part  of  my  dissertation  –  both  in  
theoretical and also in practical field –from a scientific point of view, on the other hand it may 
also  be  helpful  to  society  in  a  piety  aspect  and  can  assist  the  work  of  Ministry  of  Defense  
professionals. 
 

I closed the manuscript August 31, 2016. 
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